Advanced Connect Rx™ enables industry-leading operational safety by providing early warning of high connector temperatures with an innovative dual set point sensor for warning and fault levels.

Everyday usage causes wear and tear on charging cable connectors, from connecting and disconnecting the charging cables to repeated drops. Often the first sign of a problem is an operator complaint of high connector temperatures, or a complete failure in the charging connection.

With Advanced Connect Rx™ you’re given a warning before these problems arise and potential damage, or lost productivity, occurs.

As soon as there is an abnormality detected it immediately alerts users to possible charger and battery output connector problems that could potentially result in damage to the forklifts or facilities, and injuries to employees. This gives users and facilities managers the ability to address problems before they become costly or potentially hazardous.

Advanced Connect Rx™ is a standard feature on the PosiCharge™ ProCore™, and can be enhanced with an optional battery cable connector monitor that adds an additional layer of protection. Combined with our anti-arc technology, battery thermal management and sophisticated charging algorithms, Advanced Connect Rx™ gives you unparalleled operational safety.